SOUL LIGHT - Thirty Four
Change and Grace
In my last article I spoke about Real Prayer. A regular reader, Michael, reminded me that
the Japanese have songs for every
task of the day...
There is a sweeping song, a song for washing dishes, etc, and people really do sing them as
they do their everyday work.
It’s such a simple yet effective way to transform the ordinary into the extra-ordinary.
I have spoken lately about change.
The greatest, most welcome and yet most extraordinary change of all is the death of God.
Across the western world, God is dying.
It is a torturous and lingering death. Many times it has seemed he might recover; yet,
inexorably he is wasting away.
Soon this sick God of vengeance, war, domination, violence, greed, lust and exclusiveness
will be gone forever.
This God who separated brother from brother; and sister from freedom and equality will be
no more.
Dead. Kapput.
In his place a greater Goddess is already arising.
A Goddess of Love, inclusiveness, equality, compassion, peace, co-operation, openness and
harmony.
This Goddess will lead us back to oneness, both with one another and with nature.
In doing so, we will return to our Source – back into a living unity with our Soul and the
Divine Presence.
This Goddess won’t be seen or recognised as some sort of Super-person.
Rather they will be acknowledged as True Life Itself.
With such recognition will arise - effortlessly and naturally – a recognition of Life as the
Ultimate Gift.
As the Ultimate Gift, Life will be lived with respect, honour and delight.
Every breath will become a benediction.
Every moment will be treated as an act of Divine Grace.

Every act will become a beautiful song.
And every day will become a graceful dance through the halls of eternity.
Grace will no more be the fictitious rewards received for some expressed virtue from some
momentarily benevolent God.
Grace will become the natural flow of Existence, expressing itself abundantly as Life in a
joyous and conscious interplay of everyday activities between the Divine and the expressions
of that Divinity – you and I.
Like every other change we can slow it down – or speed it up.
This week I encourage you to help speed it into the consciousness of humanity.
You can do so by the most simple of efforts – live right now as if it had already happened.
Remember, foolish people bring about wars, economic recessions and rising unemployment
by constantly talking about them.
Wise people bring about positive change by constantly living it.
Love and Blessings,
Les

